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   COMPACT
The economical portable scale
✔4   Best overall overload protection and durability in its class
✔4   Superior RF protection for use in production areas
✔4   g, lb:oz, Newton
✔4   Battery or AC powered
✔4   Available with Postal charts and metal letter holders

From the laboratory to the field, our Compact Scales are reliable and easy to use. The portable 
Compact moves with you to any environment and has a long battery life for all-day field experi-
ments. Consistent and quick weighing has never been so easy!

HAND-HELD
Convenient, compact weighing in the palm of your hand
✔4   Backlit display for easy viewing in low light
✔4   g, oz, dwt, ozt*
✔4   Protective snap-on cover

Small enough to fit in your pocket, this electronic scale is great for your prep work and field 
experiments. Why carry bulky equipment when you can easily take our hand-helds with you?

*oz, ozt, and dwt only available in models HH120 and HH320

Item # CS200 CS2000 CS5000
Capacity × Readability (g) 200 × 0.1 2000 × 1 5000 × 1
Linearity (g) ±0.1 ±1 ±1
Pan Size (in/cm) 5.75 × 5.25 / 14.6 × 13.3
Dimensions (W×H×D) (in/cm) 7.6 × 5.3 × 1.5 / 19.3 × 13.5 × 3.9
Span Mass (g) 200 1000 2000
Mass Item # (optional) 51025-16 51016-16 51026-16

Item # HH120D HH120 HH320

Capacity × Readability (g) 0-60 × 0.1 
60-120 × 0.2 120 × 0.1 320 × 0.1

Linearity (g) 0-60 : ±0.1 
60-120 : ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.2

Pan Size (in/cm) 3.25 × 3.0 / 8.3 × 7.6
Dimensions (W×H×D) (in/cm) 5.35 × 3.25 × 0.8 / 13.6 × 8.3 × 2.0
Span Mass (g) 100 100 200
Mass Item # (optional) 51015-16 51015-16 51025-16

CL SERIES
Simple weighing at an affordable price
✔4   Load cell lock protects scales when transported or stacked for storage
✔4  g, ozt, lb:oz, dwt
✔4   Auto shut-off

The OHAUS CL is a portable scale for basic weighing in grams. Two easy-to-use buttons let you 
start weighing right out of the box. Use it in the office, lab or carry it with you anywhere.

Item # CL201 CL2000 CL5000
Capacity × Readability (g) 200 × 0.1 2000 × 1 5000 × 1
Linearity (g) ±0.1 ±1 ±1
Pan Size (in/cm) 4.75/12 Diameter
Dimensions (W×H×D) (in/cm) 5.5 × 1.6 × 7.9 / 14 × 4 × 20
Span Mass (g) 100 100 200
Mass Item # (optional) 51015-16 51015-16 51025-16

Small enough to carry in your lab coat pocket!
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